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Figure 1: Layout based on a collection of 682 papers after six clustering iterations. Events in the sequence of steps are both user
interactions and increment in data set size. The clusters are highlighted from their rectangular representation. The keyterm
cloud in the figure shows a cluster that remains stable even under changes in the corpus.

ABSTRACT
Interactive clustering techniques play a key role by putting the
user in the clustering loop, allowing her to interact with docu-
ment group abstractions instead of full-length documents. It allows
users to focus on corpus exploration as an incremental task. To
explore Information Discovery’s incremental aspect, this article pro-
poses a visual component to depict clustering membership changes
throughout a clustering iteration loop in both static and dynamic
data sets. The visual component is evaluated with an expert user
and with an experiment with data streams.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Clustering; •Human-centered com-
puting → Visual analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The visual analytics system Vis-Kt [1, 3] proposes an effective
keyterm-based document clustering technique where the user in-
teracts with the top keyterms discovered by the clustering algorithm
and can tailor the results of the cluster as her understanding of the
dataset evolves. By employing keyterms as the basis for content
interaction and clustering, the approach becomes intuitive for a
varied set of end-users.

Since Information Discovery is an incremental task, Vis-Kt can
take advantage of the visualization of interaction history, depicting
each clustering structure sequentially. With this kind of visual
component, we can depict the unsupervised clustering of temporal
data and the the user-guided clustering through interactions. Such
functionality was not yet developed for Vis-Kt.

This article adapts a popular work flow visualization technique
called Sankey diagram [2] to depict the evolution of clustering
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structures within Vis-Kt to allow the user to track her interactions
throughout the clustering loop. To evaluate this approach, we first
engaged a textual data visualization researcher in an expert study.
Second, we experimented with a tailored streaming dataset to eval-
uate the clustering tracking throughout subsequent steps in the
clustering loop. The expert study and the streaming data exper-
iment highlights how the Sankey diagram can help the user to
obtain deeper knowledge into the explored corpus by analyzing
how the clustering structure evolves.

2 THE VISUAL COMPONENT
The Sankey diagram was designed as a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG). Within the DAG structure,𝑀 layers represent the𝑀 clus-
tering steps along the clustering loop, which we call “sessions”. A
cluster associated with a session is represented as a node in the
graph. The links between two nodes are defined by the document
cluster membership changing from one session to the next.

With the Sankey diagram, the user can track how her feedback
affected the clustering result. She can highlight any cluster at any
time, explore the documents that are included in the selected cluster
and analyze its cluster membership in previous sessions. The top
five keyterms of each cluster are shown by hovering over the cluster
representation.

The cluster split andmerge operations are intuitively represented
as flows on the Sankey diagram. In the split operation, a cluster
represented by a rectangle has two or more links to other clusters
in the next session. In the merge operation, a cluster has two or
more links from the previous session. The visual component and
the operations are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: (1) A split operation of Cluster9 to Cluster1 and
Cluster6, (2) amerge operation of Cluster1 andCluster6 into
Cluster4. The top 5 key-terms listed within the gray boxes.

3 USAGE SCENARIOS
In the following sections, we report two usage scenarios that were
explored through this research. The first is related to how our
adapted Sankey diagram can be used to depict clustering flows
throughout several clustering iterations and how the visual com-
ponent addresses the scenario of data streams. Next, we report an
expert study executed to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed
visual component for clustering evolution analysis.

3.1 Incremental Clustering Analysis
The proposed visual component has the dual purpose of depicting
clustering iterations with user feedback to the clustering algorithm

and depict text data stream clusters. In both scenarios, the visualiza-
tion is useful for the user to recognize evolving clustering patterns.
If a cluster is nearly unchanged between several executions or iter-
ations, this means that this is a consistent and well-defined cluster.

This clustering behavior is depicted in Figure 1. In this usage sce-
nario, a data collection of 682 documents related to the field of Com-
puter Science is partitioned in six proportionally equal partitions.
The clustering at V1, V2, V4, and V6, are examples of incremental
clustering, whereas the clustering at V3 and V5 are generated with
user feedback. We can notice that both scenarios are seamlessly rep-
resented in the Sankey diagram, and the clustering structure shows
term consistency throughout five iterations with different types
of evolution (due to additional data arriving and due to user inter-
action with the clustering). This is confirmed with each cluster’s
WordClouds [4].

3.2 Expert Study: Clustering Evolution with
User Interactions

To evaluate the proposed visual component, we engaged one visual
analytics expert to provide quantitative feedback on the utility of
the Sankey Diagram to depict the interactive clustering steps. The
expert is a Masters’ student with experience in visual analytics on
textual data. The expert used a news article dataset of his choice.

The expert found the clustering visualization of the Sankey Dia-
gram more intuitive than the whole set of visual components in-
cluded in Vis-Kt. He reported that after six clustering interactions,
the resulting flow visualization on the Sankey Diagram brought
him more insight into the content of the corpus than the previous
interaction with Vis-Kt’s main visual components. More than just
depicting the results of the clustering loop, the expert suggested
that the diagram should have a central role in the system, providing
clustering interaction tools. For instance, the user may visually
choose which clusters she wants to merge or split by dragging and
dropping the cluster representations in the Sankey Diagram

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The visual approach and experiments conducted in this work con-
tribute towards a better understanding of how evolutionary visual-
ization can enhance the information discovery process by during
interactive document clustering. The feedback from this work bring
novel and promising perspectives towards embedding the proposed
Sankey diagram as a major visual component to support intuitive
keyterm-based clustering. Because of its flexible design, it can be
scaled to growing datasets and applied to incremental clustering sce-
narios. The next step shall evaluate the proposed visual component
in other domains to improve its validation.
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